Testing of the additivity-based protein sequence to reactivity algorithm.
The standard free energies of association (or equilibrium constants) are predicted for 11 multiple variants of the turkey ovomucoid third domain, a member of the Kazal family of protein inhibitors, each interacting with six selected enzymes. The equilibrium constants for 38 of 66 possible interactions are strong enough to measure, and for these, the predicted and measured free energies are compared, thus providing an additional test of the additivity-based sequence to reactivity algorithm. The test appears to be unbiased as the 11 variants were designed a decade ago to study furin inhibition and the specificity of furin differs greatly from the specificities of our six target enzymes. As the contact regions of these inhibitors are highly positive, nonadditivity was expected. Of the 11 variants, one does not satisfy the restriction that either P(2) Thr or P(1)' Glu should be present and all three measurable results on it, as expected, are nonadditive. For the remaining 35 measurements, 22 are additive, 12 are partially additive, and only one is (slightly) nonadditive. These results are comparable to those obtained for a set of 398 equilibrium constants for natural variants of ovomucoid third domains. The expectation that clustering of charges would be nonadditive is modified to the expectation that major nonadditivity will be observed only if the combining sites in both associating proteins involve large charge clusters of the opposite sign. It is also shown here that an analysis of a small variant set can be accomplished with a smaller subset, in this case 13 variants, rather than the whole set of 191 members used for the complete algorithm.